
vanessa 
quintero

EDUCATION
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Boston, MA
Sept. 2013 - May 2017

B.S. in Film/TV and Advertising
Liberal Arts Concentration in Comparative Literature
Overall GPA: 3.5, Cum Laude

EXPERIENCE

MARKETING INTERN
Janji
Boston, MA
Spring 2015

 - Managed all social media accounts, increasing follower count by 30%
 - Concepted, recorded, and edited original videos as director and editor
 - Worked on various graphic design projects to promote new products
 - Helped with general office admin duties

PRODUCTION INTERN
Element Productions
Boston, MA
Summer 2015

 - Assisted on sets as a PA (notably Boston Celtics commercials)
 - Conducted research for shoots by location scouting and booking travel
 - Edited projects into assembled cuts to hand off to editors
 - General client services, such as refilling fridge, reception duties, etc. 

DESIGN INTERN
Quintessentially Creative
London, UK
Spring 2016

- Designed web, digital, and print graphics for luxury lifestyle clients
- Worked alongside marketing and PR departments to tailor
content to relevant audiences
- Helped draft web page designs, working on UX and UI skills

PRODUCTION INTERN
WORLD Channel
Boston, MA
Summer 2016

- Conducted research & development for fall programming for
various PBS/WORLD shows, mainly the first season of DocWorld
- Created promotional graphics to promote new and old programming
- Assisted with social media management (Twitter and Facebook)

VIDEOGRAPHY INTERN
Museum of Fine Arts
Boston, MA
Spring 2017

- Created and edited short, social video content for the 
museum’s social media channels and archives
- Filmed visiting artist/expert lectures with a two-camera set up
- Created tailored video for every department of the museum

vanessaquintero.com
vanessamquintero@gmail.com
(786) 371-8646

CONTACT
VIDEO SHOOTING 
VIDEO EDITING
GRAPHIC DESIGN

SKILLS
SOCIAL MANAGEMENT
AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT
COPYWRITING

VIDEO PREDITOR
Aol
New York, NY
August 2017 - Present

- Shoot, edit, and produce 5+ original or asset-based videos 
per week for an audience of 10M+ followers across all pages
- Solely responsible for researching and purchasing all gear, 
from cameras to sound and lighting equipment
- Manage social calendars and partnerships by scheduling and sharing 
relevant content while independly managing several pages
- Track and analyze metrics to further audience development efforts


